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1.Life is amazing  

Life is amazing  

World is fascinating  

Universe is inspiring 

No need of verifying  

Do your synchronizing; 

People are diverse  

Don't try to converse  

Diversity always preserve;  

Your love everyone deserve  

Smile is your free reserve. 

 

2.Life has given amazing power  

Life is really strange and amazing  

If you search, you get everything  

With blind eyes, you will get nothing  

Newton's law truly says something  

Without action no use of waiting; 

Life has given us amazing power  

To climb up, build your own tower  

Hold tightly when there is heavy shower  

Utilise your every minute and hour  

Amazing life in world is not forever. 

 

3.Essence of life  

The purpose of life is to live 

The essence of life is to give 

To catch fish, you have to dive 

Food-shelter alone is not life 

To give dresses, you need wife; 

Wife may not appreciate your gift  

If you donate poor, you will get lift  

Charity begins at home is true  

Otherwise wife will tighten screw  

So generous people are very few. 
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4.Life is simple  

Life is very simple  

Accompany with people  

Happiness will be triple 

Don't allow others to cripple  

Smile with your dimple; 

If you make life complex  

You will be unhappy in duplex  

Everywhere you will perplex  

Better to become simplex  

Don't have too many girlfriends Ex. 

 

5.Talk to your inner self  

We visit Church, Mosque for happiness  

But never try to remove our mind's blindness  

Seldom talk to our inner soul with kindness  

We suffer in pain and become directionless  

Without result our prayers become fruitless; 

No one can buy happiness by giving donation 

Happiness need anxiety, tension, greed dilution  

The state of mind can be altered listening inner voice  

Visit to Church, Mosque is only a temporary choice  

Even in Church, impure mind will hear distorted noise. 

 

6.It is your life, make it 

 

Life is full of options  

Opportunities are plenty  

Once you choose it  

It is your own life  

To achieve it lies with you; 

Successful people are few 

How to choose they knew  

Their dreams they renew  

Every day they work with idea new  

Make or break, can be done only by you. 
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7.Life is a beautiful song  

Life is a beautiful song  

Give it your own tune  

Make it melodious  

No need to be serious  

Your song is always precious; 

If you sing your song well  

It's melody everyone will tell  

In many hearts it will ring bell  

In the world you have come for a spell  

With distorted noise don't make life hell. 

 

8.Mistake and failure 

Mistake and failure are good teacher  

It makes your performance better  

If you learn from mistake, you don't repeat  

Failure makes your experience complete  

In next attempt, you will not accept defeat; 

Life is not a three hours examination  

In the last attempt you may get appreciation  

Experience will always help for better solution  

For failure never dilute your determination  

Mistake and failure are good learning combination. 

 

9.Don't waste your present  

For past and future don't waste present  

Present is your actual moment  

Ignore all the past comment  

Think about past after retirement  

To make future better present is important; 

Present is very short and momentary  

Past will always come as complimentary  

Future is uncertain like winning lottery  

To enjoy life today hit the ball over boundary 

Beautiful will be life's journey, not quandary. 
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10.Arrogance  

With arrogance you can't do romance  

Arrogance will reduce your performance  

From you, people will maintain distance  

Girlfriend will give you direct resistance  

In your life romance will have no existence; 

Arrogance make people unpopular  

Your life and vision may turn bipolar  

Positive attitude arrogance will hamper  

Negativity will come to you bumper  

Avoiding arrogance will make life simpler. 

 

11.Be humble  

Always be humble  

Life with ego horrible  

Everywhere to face trouble  

The ball you can't dribble  

Bitter will be your apple; 

Humble people can adjust  

With team they move fast 

Easily they can remove dust  

Their friendship always last 

Good impression they cast. 

 

 

12.Retrospect  

Sometimes we should retrospect  

It will make our future actions perfect  

For good decision, retrospect can impact  

We can play long without losing wicket  

No longer we will run to get a free ticket; 

Retrospect gives us valuable wisdom  

So, try to do retrospect in random  

To prevent mistake, it works like condom  

Retrospect is self-criticism for excellence  

It will help is giving better performance. 
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13.Refresh and renew  

Not only we refresh our computer  

With time we renew our software  

Word star used to type now rare  

No hardware remains with us forever  

Once upon a time punch card was there; 

Like computer refresh and renew mind  

A beautiful new world you will easily find 

To mental virus never become kind  

Many valuable data it will erase and wind  

To sit silently, mind should be assigned. 

 

14.Male is a dying species  

Male sperm is the most inefficient thing  

To fertilize an egg, millions you must bring  

So, male is a dying species in the nature  

In history of time, male will see bleak future 

Dominance of male will be primitive culture; 

Why nature made sperm so inefficient is mystery  

In efficient things in nature always become history  

The function of male sperm in nature is secondary  

For nature egg and mother’s womb is always primary  

Among millions of sperms the strongest is solitary. 

 

15.Android  

We come to world for a limited period  

Thank God, he has sent to us android  

With touch screen we can see the world  

Every information of world is in our fold 

In the new society, android is really bold; 

Without android many things will remain untold 

Many information will go to hibernation and cold 

For good reason, with android phones are sold 

For modern life smart phones are better than gold 

To people, a brave new world, android has un-fold. 
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16.Google  

What Google does not know is not knowledge  

The superiority of Google every one acknowledge 

For all knowledge Google is now haulage  

Every information very smoothly Google manage  

In dissipation of knowledge, Google has privilege; 

Google is now teacher, doctor and above God man 

Every driver all over the world are now Google fan 

Only through Google we can now search heaven  

Google does not believe in caste, creed, religion or racism  

With monopoly, Google should not be new centre of fascism. 

 

17.I love my smart phone  

I love my smart phone  

Now I am not alone  

It is my social backbone  

I can also listen favourite tone 

With smartphone, I am in comfort zone; 

From restaurant, I can order food  

For shopping also, it is very good  

Smart phone is always in cheerful mood  

With me it never behaves harsh and rude  

It helps me in every way as long battery stood. 

 

18.Serenity  

In life try to have serenity  

It will improve mind's purity 

You can move with dignity  

People will respect your integrity  

With love society will show solidarity; 

You can accept things you can't change  

In a better way, your life, you can manage  

Wide will be your vision and working range 

In life you can be capable to face challenge 

Time will write about you a beautiful page. 
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19.Bigger problem, greater reward  

Bigger the problem, greater the reward  

Resolve problems and move forward  

In every solution there is nice reward  

If you don't move, you will become coward  

Life will deprive you from all type of award; 

Hurdles are in the path to test our efficiency  

With practice, we can remove our deficiency  

Don't give up if you failed in the first attempt  

If you don't try second time, whole life you will repent  

Success and reward certainly efforts will supplement. 

 

20.Pranab Mukherjee  

Pranab Mukherjee was everyone's Dada 

In politics clear was his funda  

Instrumental for rise of Ambani empire  

To become Prime Minister was his desire  

Becoming President remained happier; 

Jewel of Indian politics for a long period  

Knows well when to use which steroid  

Yet he can never become number one 

But for others he can get it done  

In Indian politics he gave a long run; 

Bharat Ratna he got for his clever politics  

He is well versed with economic statistics  

In his home state he was never big leader  

Though in national level lots of feather  

India lost a clever and smart political thinker. 
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21.Welcome  

Welcome guests with a smile  

He may be unknown profile  

But to him don't be hostile  

He may be carrying important file  

Never welcome with hatred and bile; 

Always welcome your friends to home  

Serve them tea and coffee in your room  

With friends your happiness will boom  

Morning shows the day everyone know  

With smiling welcome relationships flow. 

 

22.You are welcome  

You are welcome, my dear friend  

To welcome you, we are arranging band  

The party is organised to welcome you 

Welcome, as you are one of the invited few  

With welcome, you will meet friends new; 

Without smile, welcome is incomplete  

Food and drinks can't make party complete  

Someone you have to welcome with garland 

The bridegrooms are welcomed with band  

Keep your doors open to welcome friend. 

 

23.Never think that you are weak  

On your journey it will put brake  

Confidential information never leak  

Your chances of success will be bleak  

Enemy will pull down before you reach peak; 

Weakness of mind is distracting force  

Your physical strength will also erase  

You will not be able to ride a racing horse 

Motivational books can strengthen mind's course  

To remove mental weakness, meditation good source. 
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24.Happy people are fortunate  

Fortunate are those who are always happy  

They can smile though the road is bumpy  

Never they allow themselves to be wimpy  

They can smile, when resources are skimpy  

They can smile though the house is dumpy; 

Happy people can give others happiness  

In others wellbeing they enjoy own success  

So, their mind never become depress  

Looking happy people society become impress  

With happy people you can always progress. 

 

25.Mind your own business  

Mind your own business  

Certainly, you will see success  

You will be busy for progress  

Others you need not impress  

With focus always harness; 

Ignore all negative criticism  

Some people are used to cynicism  

Foes will abuse through racism  

You can see rainbow in your prism 

Always preach for humanism. 

 

26.Everyone can't handle  

When you are in love  

Fly in the sky and above  

The full moon is so near  

Girlfriend is very dear  

No one in world you fear; 

But sometimes love is brittle  

Because human mind is fickle  

Emotion in love is not simple  

Everyone can't handle  

For some love easily buckle. 
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27.Worse than hunger  

Religion and cancer should go together  

For them mankind is suffering forever  

Religion is devil's transmission tower  

Cancer is killing with poisonous shower  

For mankind they are worse than hunger; 

Religion will never allow peace in the world  

Cancer is killing even the brave and bold  

Brotherhood, religions failed to uphold  

For doctors, cancer is like mine of gold 

In their names some fake hope sold. 

 

28.Be rational  

Corona should make man rational  

In the name of religion don't be emotional  

God, Allah no one come forward for rescue  

We are fighting for them which is undue  

Allah, God are business for selective few; 

Pray to your god for your mental satisfaction  

No quarrel please for the religious diversification  

Christian, Muslim, Hindu no God came to save 

To wage war for non-helping father no need to be brave 

Through harmony for mankind better tomorrow we have to pave. 

 

29.Hongkong needs freedom  

From China, Hongkong needs freedom  

Giving independence will be wisdom  

China should not think agitation is random  

Forever Hongkong will not be their fiefdom  

Soon Hongkong will get joy of life seldom; 

World community should work together  

Let Hongkong become a nation forever  

Trade and business will flourish again  

The world community will immensely gain  

The Chinese virus will break its chain. 
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30.Suppression of Hongkong is wrong  

Let's work for freedom of Hongkong  

People of Hongkong waited for long  

We have to make movement strong  

To support fight become one among  

Suppression of Hongkong is wrong; 

China is torturing innocent people  

The demand of Hongkong is simple  

Spirit of people China is trying to cripple  

Support for Hongkong let's make triple  

China must be forced to become humble. 

 

 

31.Moral support  

Moral support in distress is value less  

It will never help to overcome the mess  

Moral support never removes financial stress  

Rather for a penny you should press 

Better help if someone gives a dress; 

Moral support is like crocodile tears  

It will not support to reduce your fears  

You, yourself have to change your gears  

Moral supporters are selfish coward  

In their problems do give any reward. 

 

32.Primary Teacher  

O' thy worshipful soul  

You made me whole  

In my life you have role  

Today I may be very tall 

But on your feet, I will fall; 

When I was too small  

You responded my call 

Even you played ball  

Pulled me when I fall  

For me you are above all. 
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33.Thank you, Teacher on Teacher's Day  

In the journey of life 

Some teachers we remember  

They remain in heart forever  

We forgot many things they taught  

But we carry good teachers thought; 

Good teacher is like an angel  

The angel who was kind to Cinderella  

He/she can change our life for better  

In life we can think to achieve higher  

We never forget him even after retire; 

An ideal teacher is impartial to pupil  

He is not rude but always compatible  

In class he creates laugh and ripple  

Every question he can easily dribble  

Red card rarely uses even students’ trouble; 

A good teacher not only teach  

But what he says, always preach  

He is friendly and easy to reach 

A selfless friend in the time of need  

Make us good human through his deed. 

 

 

34.Good students respect teachers  

Respect to teachers is sign of good student 

With good will teachers’ compliment  

In problem, teachers will always supplement 

Teachers dislike cheating in the examination  

They encourage students to give his own solution; 

With father, mother, sister, friends and brother 

The home teacher also become extended family member 

Sometimes the role of good teacher is greater  

Those who don't respect teachers will see failure  

With respect to teachers and study, success is sure. 
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35.Saffron  

The colour of courage and confidence  

Symbol for not to take failure as precedence  

Saffron colour is bright and beautiful all the time  

Wearing saffron dress is not at all a crime  

In Hinduism saffron colour is always prime; 

Saffron colour keeps our mind cheerful  

To any danger we don't become fearful  

The colour gives peace even if situation is tearful  

So, saffron is at the top of India's National flag 

Nonviolence and brotherhood are also in saffron bag. 

 

36.Free meal is bad economics  

When government give free food  

For economy it is not at all good  

It changes people's working mood  

On their foot no poor will stood  

If not given free, they will be rude; 

Sometimes subsidy is necessary  

But in the long run it is reactionary  

Empowerment of poor is more important  

Forever free meal is economic deterrent  

Interest free working capital is sufficient. 

 

37.The idiot box  

The idiot box is trying to be intelligent  

But activities are same foolish diligent  

Talk shows proves the box is really idiot  

Trying to make people fool is the box's pivot 

Always biased and motivated the box's report; 

Entertainment is becoming day by day low 

Though the box is maintaining its flow 

Because of falsehood idiot box losing glow 

For the box, social media is now a big blow 

Because of own fault the box is now hollow. 
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38.Indus valley civilization  

Three thousand years before Christ was born  

The Indus valley civilization has grown  

When people in many parts of world were nomadic  

The urbanisation of Indus valley was scientific  

Existence of Mohenjo-Daro and Harappa is historic; 

When the world was still in the clutches of darkness  

Copper coin of Indus valley glow in brightness  

The script of Indus valley is still mystery and un-deciphered  

For drainage systems the people of the valley bothered  

As one of the earliest civilizations, Indus valley is remembered. 

 

39.What civilization is not? 

Hunting is not civilization  

Agriculture is civilization  

Fire is not civilization  

Cooking food is civilization  

Wheel itself is not civilization  

Cart and vehicle are civilization  

Coal is not civilization  

Steam engine is civilization  

Counting machine is not civilization  

Paper is not civilization  

Spreading of knowledge is civilization  

ICT is civilization  

War is not civilization  

Peaceful living is civilization  

Civilization means improving quality of life 

For a better new world mankind must strive.  

(ICT: Information Communication Technology) 
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40.Weakness  

Don't think you are weak  

If you think so, future is bleak 

Everyone will try to kick  

All your energy will leak  

You will never reach peak; 

Weakness is death  

You die without wealth  

Miserable will be health  

Boldness is better life  

Courage will strive. 

 

41.Recognise others good qualities  

Recognise good qualities in others  

Appreciate them like your own brothers  

But don't hide bad qualities like mothers  

Mention them like responsible fathers  

In their success you will find pleasures; 

Don't measure everyone with same yardstick  

All women never like the same colour lipstick  

Every house is not made of the same brick 

Everyone in life will not climb the same peak  

Recognising people as they are is a helpful trick. 

 

42.Forgive leg puller  

When someone pulled my leg 

I always put on him a mercy tag 

Never I carry the revenge bag 

When someone stab me on my back  

I forgive him and asked to pack; 

Leg puller taught you to be cautious  

But back stabbers are very dangerous  

The mindset of bac stabber is spurious  

So, to back stabber be serious  

Never allow them within your radius. 
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43.Love and sex 

Love without sex is pure  

For mother's love be sure  

When love end in sex 

In the long run it is vex 

It will burn like candle wax; 

Sex without love is prostitution  

It is only momentary physical solution  

Sex with love is better combination 

So, sex is also known as love making  

Through love and sex exists human being. 

 

44.Is age just a number? 

People say age is just a number  

But after sixty you are bad climber  

In cricket no one wish them as runner  

People always prefer young drummer  

Though aged are better in grammar; 

Mental age always remains young  

But body of young people are strong  

Experience of old people are long  

So, they can avoid doing wrong  

Youngster can sing better song; 

Age has two sides, mental and physical  

When both are in peak, people are practical  

Nascent oxygen can do action miracle  

But when stored it becomes simple  

The physical side of life age always cripple. 
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45.Accept your mistake  

China is not accepting their mistake  

Rather, they are trying to dictate  

The world economy is in quandary  

China is diverting focus for boundary  

For their mistake lot of people are hungry; 

We have made a mistake, China should accept  

For their falsehood, one day they will regret  

Now nowhere in world China will get red carpet  

From China many companies are buying return ticket  

A small mistake of China emptied their own bucket. 
 

46.Covid19 is without cure 

The air was already impure  

Corona now made it sure 

Till now Covid19 has no cure 

Contamination masks can secure 

Vaccine no one can assure; 

Pollution now becomes secondary  

To save life from Corona is primary  

School, college everything tertiary  

Fear and uncertainty everywhere visible  

Economy, Corona has come to cripple. 

 

47.Decay  

Everything in the world decay  

I am constant no one can say 

Decay and time move in tandem  

Nature destroy things in random  

Future is not in decay's fiefdom; 

With decaying the bold become old 

Free from decay not even pure gold 

The beautiful youth no one can hold  

To slow down decay, aging creams are sold  

But only with decay life in world unfold. 
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48.God can't see our misery and pain  

Allah is dumb, deaf and blind  

Our misery and pain he can't find  

So, most of the time he is unkind  

Through prayer, we have to remind  

Though God is capable to read mind; 

We have to use loudspeaker for him 

Light candles for heat and light beam  

Yet God's voice no one has heard 

Declaring as prophet some become smart 

They say to our prayers God is always alert. 

 

49.Mind need exercise  

Mind also need healthy food  

For us exercise of mind is good  

Positive thoughts are good for mind 

Through it, creative thinking you can find 

For mind, good books are always kind; 

Cleaning of mind is also necessary  

Throwing hate and jealousy is primary  

Greed is a dirty stain difficult to remove  

But looking to to poor, you can dissolve  

All our problems, healthy mind can solve. 

 

50.Hesitation  

Never perform jobs with hesitation  

It will create unnecessary confusion  

Vulnerable will be your own position  

Always work with will and determination  

For every problem you will find solution; 

Hesitation slow down our day to day progress  

In the long run we can't achieve our goals and success  

Hesitation is always detrimental in business  

With hesitation we fail to maintain persistence  

Towards success, hesitation gives big resistance. 
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51.In the greed for money and power  

In the greed for money and power  

Own integrity people lower  

Demolish his honest tower  

Become falsehood whistle blower 

But can't avoid fall down however; 

When power failed to give happiness  

They cry alone in pain and distress  

Power can't bring back honesty back  

Forever their integrity people will pack 

Even with money, difficult will be life's track. 
 

52.Time is not reliable now  

Time is not at all reliable now  

I am alive today, thank you God  

Tomorrow will come as usual  

But I may not be here to see it 

Uncertainty is now at the peak; 

Today is mine, because I am fine  

So, I will sing, dance and dine  

Though I can't invite you for wine 

I pray, tomorrow also you shine  

This year very good is growth of vine; 

We may not meet again to hug  

Time may pull from our feet the rug 

My grave someone might have dug 

Don't forget to call me in the evening  

No guarantee, I will call you next morning. 
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53.I may not see your smile again  

I don't know, I will see your smile again  

All throughout the night there is heavy rain  

Maintaining distance is now lifeguard main 

To avoid meeting each other please train  

Any moment we may fall in the deadly drain; 

You are in my next door; I feel as usual  

Though our meetings were very casual  

I feel your presence through your smile  

Under the mask now you may be hostile  

I have lost my job and smile; it is now fragile. 

 

54.Caste system is another form of racism  

Symbol of caste people proudly show  

Against caste system they never say no  

So, the reforms in India is very slow 

But with reservation they dislike to go 

To express superiority symbol has to bow; 

Caste system is stumbling block to unity  

For their own caste people show solidarity  

In modern time caste system is liability  

The orthodox rituals are only stupidity  

A symbolic thread will not give superiority. 

 

55.God Man  

All God men are living devil  

For society they are big evil  

They are nasty fraud and thief  

Their words never try to believe  

Deceiving people, money they receive; 

God men are ordinary notorious man 

So, if you have sense, don't be their fan 

Motive of God men is to earn easy money  

In the name of God, they eat sweet honey  

Educated people worshiping them is funny. 
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56.My lol 

I miss you; I miss you  

You are among selected few  

Now I can't hug and kiss you  

Regarding you, I have good view 

But Corona is my beloved new; 

For fear of Corona, I am avoiding all 

My new beloved if strong and tall 

To everyone I love you she call  

In her love old and young all fall 

I will not allow her to enter your hall; 

Though Corona is very, very small  

She can play all types of ball  

Her hiding place can be even a doll  

In abundance available in shopping mall 

I am avoiding you to save from her my lol. 

 

57.Society likes uniform conduct  

Society likes conduct uniform  

If you differ, people say you are deform  

Uniformity is law of the society  

Nature always like diversity  

If you think differently, they question integrity; 

To think differently is your unique identity  

You have the imagination to think differently  

Today majority of people may not accept socially  

But never give up to think differently and logically. 
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58.I am not feeling good  

I am feeling not good  

Only job is eating food  

To seniors God is rude  

All of us are in bad mood; 

Social gatherings Corona uproot  

Lifestyle forced to reboot  

No need to polish our boot  

Outside home Corona can shoot  

Very deep is now Corona's root. 

 

59.If you are influential  

If you are influential  

Don't be judgmental  

Keep your view confidential  

People will say, it is political  

Listen others also to be social; 

Judgemental people are intolerant  

They start quarrel at any moment  

Don't realise, their view is not permanent  

Listening others will always supplement  

Respect those, who give views independent. 

 

60.Builders of Nation  

Engineers are builders of a nation  

Without electricity no ration  

No textile mills, no fashion  

If water stops, lot of tension  

Communication is now vision; 

Fire, wheel, computer engineering invention  

Engineer always gives us better solution  

To do things better is engineers’ resolution  

Civilization moves on engineering and technology  

Development of modern world is engineer’s chronology. 
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61.Don't try to see problems everywhere  

When you see problems everywhere  

You can't move forward to anywhere  

Instead looking for problems as excuse  

Solve problems one by one and reduce 

Accumulation of problems make it huge; 

When you solve problem, you gain experience  

With experience you can overcome all hindrance  

Sometimes to solve problem you need persistence  

Solving more and more problems will give you excellence  

For success in life you will easily overcome all resistance. 

 

62.Technology for better tomorrow  

Technology is for better tomorrow  

Don't use technology for sorrow  

Vision of technology is not narrow  

Without discrimination it allows to borrow  

Always move forward technology's arrow; 

Technology is not for destruction  

It is to facilitate better construction  

For human problems it gives solution  

Hiroshima is blunder and aberration  

Technology is not for humanity's humiliation. 
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